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Spain is an excellent country for fishing as it has some wonderful waters for that purpose. The
fishes in the waters of Spain are fresh and they turn delicious when they are cooked. Some of the
best regions for fishing in Spain include Costa Brava, Costa del Sol and Asturias. Apart from that
the people that love underwater fishing can also head towards Spain. There are special licenses
required for that purpose but once they are obtained then fishing is fun like that. License for fishing
can be easily obtained from any regional fishing office in Spain.

The rivers of Onyar and Ter on Costa Brava are very famous for fishing. The fishes present in these
rivers include Carp, Eel, Tench and Barbel. Similarly the Banyols Lake in the region is famous for
Carp and Pike. The best place for Trout fishing in Costa Brava is the Segre River but for that kind of
fishing special license is required from the authorities.

There are many places for fishing available in Costa del Sol in Spain. There are many people that
happily catch carps, tenches and whoppers from the lakes of this region. A great thing about this
region is that there are privately owned lakes in which people can go for fishing. They have to pay to
the lake owner for fishing and they get the equipments also from the same person. That makes the
enjoyment double for most people in the region.

In the northern coast of Spain in the region of Asturias, fishing has double excitement. There are
hills and cliffs with trees and green areas in the region. This part of Spain is located near UK and
there is warmth in the waters of this region because of Gulf of Mexico. This part of Spain is famous
for bass catching and there are many fishing lodges available in this region.

Spain is not lacking behind when itâ€™s about fishing in salt water. The shorelines of Mediterranean and
Atlantic are famous in this regard. The day trippers on most ports offer services in this respect. The
most exciting places for this purpose include Malaga, Almeria, Zahara, Cardiz, Granada, Barbate
and Conil. The best season for catching swordfishes in these areas is between the months of July
and September. Similarly sea bass, mackerel, pompano, spotted bass and blue fish are famous
catches in salt water fishing in these areas.
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Allen Marvin - About Author:
Club Villamar offers many holiday villas dispersed all over a location costa brava and whether on
the location lloret de mar. Holiday in Spain offers not only freedom but also a wide choice a vacation
holiday in locations espagne, a location espagne. 
 
And here you can read my blogs on a Allen Marvin's Blogs.
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